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Create and select messages, configure 
settings and more

 � Easy-to-use, intuitive screens

 � Touch-sensitive screen with big buttons

 � Works with any Wanco message sign*

 � Built-in password protection

 � NTCIP compliant

A bright 7-inch screen with big buttons and an intuitive interface 
make the Wanco touchscreen controller easy to use.

From the very first screen, our new controller displays the message 
currently on the sign. Then, you can easily choose a new message 
from a hundred preprogrammed messages stored in memory (1), 
or create and edit up to 150 custom messages (2). But our 
touchscreen controller does more than let you manage messages. 
Use it for configuring sign settings, message schedules, power 
usage, sign brightness and much, much more.

The Wanco controller is easy to see in bright light, is weatherproof 
for use in adverse conditions, and has a night mode (3). Password 
protection is built in, to restrict access to authorized users, and 
of course the controller and our message signs are fully NTCIP 
compliant.

To see or place an order for our new touchscreen controller, call 

800.972.0755 or visit wanco.com.

Message sign must have a Linux-type control board.*

Designed for users of Wanco® variable message signs, our new 
touchscreen provides access to all the functions of our standard interface, 
widely known as the industry’s easiest to use.
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